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For over 60 years…
Since 1956 Eleron Power provides design, technology and quality products manufacturing
disconnectors for high, medium and low voltage applications.
The beginning of its experience with isolators goes back to the first half of the 1950s, thanks to a
direct cooperation with private electric companies that subsequently became the National Authority
for Electric Energy.
Since 2000 Eleron Power started to become stronger in the railway field, developing and
manufacturing disconnectors for customized application.
Nowadays the core business is focused on disconnectors for:
Power Distribution:

Railway:

- OHL overhead line
- Substation

- OHL overhead line
- 3rd rail
- Substation
- Rolling stock

The key to success: CUSTOMIZATION
Thanks to its consolidated experience, Eleron Power is able to develop new products starting from
design, through prototypes, up to the series production.
The whole process is internally done at the Italian plant of Andezeno (TO), from the processing of
raw materials to final tests, performed in its internal certified laboratory.
Following this working way, Eleron Power manufactures niche products with medium-high quality
fully satisfying customers’ needs, even for small quantities.
Last but not least, the company is dynamic and flexible: this is highly appreciated by customers.
Eleron Power is certified according to UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 and UNI EN 15085-2 standards.
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HEAD QUARTER
Via del Tario 6 - 10020 Andezeno (TO) - ITALY

Covered Area

sqm.

2300

Offices

sqm.

200

External Area

sqm.

1700
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POWER DISTRIBUTION
The products are mostly used for overhead line or substation application.



Voltage: up to 245 kV
Current: up to 8000 A

We provide single, double, three-pole applications for wall or pole mounting. Other disconnectors
in our production are for panel application.
A complete range of accessories is available (manual device, motorized device, pole clamp, panel,
others…)
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RAILWAY APPLICATION
The products are mostly used for overhead line, 3rd rail and substation.
Eleron produces for both AC and DC applications, ON LOAD or OFF LOAD types.



Voltage: up to 25 kV AC or 4 kV DC
Current: up to 12000 A
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Special disconnectors, change overs and earthing switches are provided for ROLLING STOCK
application.
A complete range of accessories is available (manual device, motorized device, independent
device, others…)
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MAIN CUSTOMERS
 Power Distribution

 Railway
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ELERON POWER SRL
Via del Tario 6 - 10020 Andezeno (TO) - ITALY
ph:+39 011 9434503 / +39 011 2767676 / +39 392 3476738
fax: +39 011 943 4060
email: info@eleron.it - website: www.eleron.it
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